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Design Procedure for Stable Suboptimal Fixed-Lag
Smoothem
BRlAN D. 0.ANDERSON, FBLLOW,
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HOANG B. DOAN

AND

Absfmcf-A p r d m is presented for designing shble suboptimal
rued-lag smoothem for the mntinuous-time linear Gaussian problem.
Apart from i n c o ~ t i n gan ideal delay, the smoathers are fioite-dimensional. ' h e design procedure involves the approximation by a very
shaightforwad procedure of a m a t h impulse response of compact sup
part by a mabix impulse response with a rational and stable Leplaee
transform. Ihe approximation procedure involves studying the pole-zero
pattern of baosfer functions derivable from the transfer fuaetiw matrix
being approximated.
1

~N-I~ODUCTION

Far the hnear Gausaan problem, it a well known that fued-lagsmoothing offers the possibility of achieving significantly lower error
covariances than normal filtering, which is equivalent to smoothing with
zero lag.....
111, 121. It is .
o e r h a.~ sless well known that difficulties often arise
in implementing continuous-time fixed-lag smaothers since optimal
fixed-lag smoothen are infinite-dimensionaland are Uelv to be unstable
131.
Several techniques for eliminating these difficulties have been prrr
posed; see, e.g., [4H6]. In this paper, we explore in more detail one of
the schemes suggested in 161 for obtaining a suboptimal, stable fix&-lag
smoother which is finitedimensional, save for the inclusion of a delay.
The scheme is applicable only when all processes are stationary.

Suppose that the s~gnalmodel is of the usual type
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with Re&(F)<O, with the signal model operating from -m, and with
[w' o']' a zero-mean Gaussian process with

where R is nonsingular. (The c&e of wrrelated w(.)and o(.) can also be
handled.)
Let 2 he the unique nonnegative definite solution of
~F'+FZ-~HR~H'~+GQG,=O.

(3)

Let ;(tit) be the state estimate of x(t) provided at time r by the Kalman
filte~;let u(l)=z(t)- H';(rlt) denote the filter innovatiors process; and
let F=F-KH' where K is the Kalman filter gain. Then the fixed-lag
smoothed estimate i(rlr+A)= E[x(t)lz(s), s < t+A] is given by (71
0

i ( r l t + ~ ) = ; ( r l t o) + 2 j ~ [ e ~ p F ' ( ~ - ~ ) ] ~ ~ ~ v ((4)
t+~-~)d7.
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The error covariance of the smoothed estimate defined as
2(tlt+A)=E([x(l)-;(rIr+A)][x(t)-i(tIl+A)l')

Fig. I. Zero plot for 4(r).

is given by
It (2)

~(lll+~)=2(rlr)-2(1l1)~'~~[expF'(~-~)]

,-.A

=

s+x,

.~~-~~'[expF(~-~)]d~z(tlt).

A delay line can be used to store i(rlt) for a time A. The second
contribution to i(flt+A) can be obtained by passing HR-ID(.) through
a linear system with impulse response
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~ ( 1 ) = 2 e x ~ F ' ( ~ - l ) O< I C A
elsewhere

=O

(5)

for which the associated Laplace transform i s

% ( S ) = ~ [ ~ I + F ' I - ' [ ~1.* ~ - ~ ~ ~ I

(6)

Observe that M(t) has compact support; as a consequence of a standard
result of Laplace transform theory, %(s) is analytic for all finite 8 .
Ill. SUBOPTIMAL
SMOOTHER
It is suggested in [61 that a suboptimal smoother can be obtained by
approximating (6)by a rational transfer function ma^ with an poles in
Re[sl<O. Our
here is to
how
an appro-tion
may he undertaken.
To keep matters simple, assume that F i s diagonahble. Let

F= TAT-1
with
A=diag(Al,,&,[p:

-:]I.

-:I,.,[;

One can check that
T 1 ( ) ( T ) = d a g[ I I

,

[

dl (4

-dl(s)]
c,(s)

3

, , ,.

Evidently, the task of approximating %(s) is equivalent to the task of
approximating &(s), ek(s), and d,(s). Observe that lj(s) is effectively
defined by one parameter; then one has a one-parameter family of
approximation problems to solve. On the other band, c,(s) and d,(s) are
governed effectively by two parameters.
We wnsider-now the approximation of l;(s), c,(s), and dk(s).
IV. APPnovlManoN OF I;(.?)
It is easily checked that {(s) has no poles and an infinite number of
zeros. Further, save for a missing zero on the real axis, these zeros are
uniformly spaced on a line parallel to the imaginary axis; see Fig. 1.
If One plots the amplitude response ~
~ as a ~function
~ of ~ ,he)
is roughly flat up to a certain frequency, and then falls off at 6
dB/octave. This s w e s t s that one should approximate
by a rational
transfer function If(!) determined in the following way:
I) The zeros of &(s) coincide with those zeros of lj(s) affecting the
passhand response, while those zeros remote from values of jw in the
passhand are-discarded; thus, the zero set of li(s) is t m c a t e d to yield
the zeros of I;($). (The possibility of truncating tbe zero pattern of I&)
was suggested by P!of. Ian Rhodes.)
2) The poles of l,(s) are chosen in the left half-plane (for stability) to
be one greater in number than the number of zeros [to ensure the same
high-frequency roll-off of (.(s) and li(s)] and in a Butterworth [S] configuration on a radius significantly larger than the 3 dB frequency of ljGw)
[thereby ensuring that their presence has little or no affect on the
behavior of If(*) in th_e passband].
3) The dc gain of &(s) is chosen to coincide with that of I&).
A typical pole-zero plot for &(s) is shown in Fig. 2.

V. APPROXIMATION OP q ( 3 ) AND 4 ( ~ )

where

It turns out that one cannot vary the approach for approximating I;@)
to a p e with the separate approximation of c,(s) and dk(s). One can,
however, seek to approximate e,(s) and dk(s) simultaneously. A little

l
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Fig. 2

Typtcal polslsro plot lor 10)

I

?
manipulat~onusing (9) reveals that

There are no poles; the zero patterns are shown in Fig. 3, and are like
that of li(s),save that they are not symmetrically located with respect'to
the real axis.
It is obvious that we can approximate ck(s)+jdk(s) and ck(s)-jdk(s)
in exactly the same way as I(($) provided that
1) We allow for the zero off-set distance ?/3 from the real axis by
shifting all poles and zeros of the appraximant up or d o m by the same
offset;
2) We allow the scaling wnstant used to make the true function and
the approximant agree at w=O to be a wmplex wnstant.
Denote the approximants by y+(s) and y_(s); they are rational
functions with wmplex coefficients. Clearly, it is natural, having found
y+(s), fa arrange for y _ ( s ) to have as its poles and zeros the reflections
in the real axis of the poles and zeros of y+(s), while also by wnstruo
tion, r+(O)=rt(O). Thus, if y+(s)=p(s)/q(s) for polynomialp(.) and
q(.), then y-(s)=p*(s)/q*(s) where the superscript asterisk denotes
conjugation of coefficients. Then, since 2ck(s) = [c,(s) +jdk (s)]
+[ck(s)-jdk(s)l, it is l o g i d to take as the approximation Fk(s) of
c,(s) the expression

Similarly, the approximation &(s) of dk(s) is taken as
1

I
~~(S)=~[Y+(S)-Y-(S)~.

Flg 3

The authors have checked that the procedure works m the sense of not
requiring inord~natelymany zems on a number of examples, mcludmg
the example given m Sechon VII.

The originaf model is defined by

-

F=[::

(12)

One can readily check that-&(*) and &(s) are both ratios of real
polynomials, the denominators being Hurwitz.

The above approximation procedure leaves to the designer the major
question of how many zeros should be retained in the approximating
transfer function, and the minor question of how large a r a w should
be taken for the Buttenvorth circle. (This is minor since a suitably large
radius is known to be satisfactory.) Rough guides in making these
choices have been given above. But it is important to note that hial and
error designs are perfectly feasible. This is because, using methods
outlined in 161, one can always evaluate the performance of a suboptimal
smoother. Consequently, if the performance is deemed unsatisfactorily
far from optimum, one a n increase the number of zeros.

_:I,

G=[:],

O]! Q=1000, R = l

H'=[l

and one obtains
5.961
'=[17.76

VI. ReMhRKs

17.76
153.3

1'

A=

et,

-:I'

F= -5.961
-19.76

[

Eigenvalues of F= -u?j/3= -3.98rtj3.98.
Opthal fixed-lag error wvariance'with

,

,

[ 0.00043,
1.9827
A:%3]'

Optimal fixed-lag error wv&ce

2'1..

,th~of0.5=[if&.
.
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The zero pattern a1 (a) ~ ( s ) + , d ~ ( rand
) (b) ck(s)-jdk(a)
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Note that A is approximately twice the dominant time constant of the
filter and almost all the improvement possible using smoothing is
achieved with this A, msis, in fact, an eWmple of a general rule
Note that in a multide time constant svstem the dominant time constant
can be thought of as the inverse of real part of the eigenvalue of Fwhich
has smallest magnitude real part.
ln any
case, however, actual calculations could be used to verify
whether the possibility of achieving almost all possible smoothing
- improvement is-achieved with a selected A.
For the approximation, use two zeros for y+(s) and for ~ - ( 4
and a
radius for the Buttenvorth circle of 2n. W i s is the smallest number of
zeros it is possible to use.) One can then calculate
suboptimal fixed-lag error covariance = 2915
with A of 0.5
[3:392

3.392
82.7271.

This should be compared with the optimal value and the filter error
covariance; it is obvious that the error covariance is significantly reduced. Better .and worse results are obtained for this problem by different suboptimal smoothers described in [6].
AND POSSIBLE
FUTURE ~
VIII. CONCLUS~ONS

S E ~ R C H

Despite the difficulty of building optimal continuowtime fixed-lag
smoothers, one can obtain good suboptimal smoothers in the stationary
case. The design of these smoothers rests on the approximation of a
matrix impulse response of finite support, as in (5). The key contribution
of the paper is to explain a srraighlfonvard method for achieving the
approximation. In practice, the quality of the approximation always
needs to be checked, though there are heuristic guides as to the choice of
the free parameters in the approximation procedure. Several questions
suggest themselves.
1) In case the signal process is narrow band and bandpass, centered
around f, with bandwidth 2j0<<f,,the fixed lag to achieve significant
since the signal process can be
improvement is approximately
thought of as arising from modulation of a carrier of frequency f, by
signal of bandwidth j,. Thus, the dominant time constant is expected to
be of the. order off<', while the smoother bandwidth is approximately
f,. The delay-bandwidth product is accordingly a very large number,
and such a smoother is extremely difficult to implement. An alternative
approach is needed-perhaps involving bandpass to low-pass transformation.
2) There are some situations in which optimal nonlinear filters can
sometimes be effectively replaced by suboptimal Linear filters, e.g., in
high signal-to-noise ratio FM demodulation. The question then needs to
be answered as to whether linear smoother design ideas such as those of
this paper could be effectively applied. The question could, in the first
instance, be tackled with simulation and the use of the heuristic type of
arguments often used for discussing FM demodulation in elementary
communication systems textbooks.
3) There is an alternative to the smoothing formula (4) of the farm

fc'

e
This formula is derived in 191. One could seek to a ~ ~ r o x i m a tthe
impulse response B(.) (zero o;&ide [O,A]) and compare ;he effectiveness
of smoother approximations obtained this way. It is clearly advantageous that no-delay here is required. It may also turn o"t &at the
approximants can be kept less complex, particularly since they are
driven by a band-limited process ;(.I.) [in contrast to the approx@mts
derived earlier, which are driven by a white process u ( . ) ] . The fact that
the input is band-limited means that there are fewer stringent reauiremen*-on the accuracy of the approximatioh at higher frequencies.'
We are aware of the existence of the unpublished work of P. Hedelin
on even more straightforward approaches-to the design of suboptimal
smoothers. The smoothers obtained for many examples with scalar
measurement processes offer strikingly good performance; there may be
some difficulty in obtaining such excellent results for vector measurement processes.
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